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An essential resource for any designer, crafter, artist, or historian, The Complete Pattern
Dictionary is the most comprehensive, practical, and beautiful directory of patterns throughout
history, covering all periods, styles, and cultures. Throughout history, patterns have come in
countless permutations of motif, color, and scale. From the first rhythmic marks pressed onto
clay vessels, to the latest digital design, pattern-making has been an essential part of the
decorative arts since time immemorial.With 1500 illustrations of patterns from all ages and
cultures, The Complete Pattern Dictionary is not only a visual feast, it is the most comprehensive
resource available on the subject. The book is arranged thematically according to pattern type,
with chapters on Flora, Fauna, Pictorial, Geometric, and Abstract designs. Each pattern includes
the name of the pattern, the year of its creation, and a brief description. The categories are
supplemented by in-depth features highlighting the work of key designers including William
Morris, Sonia Delaunay, Charles and Ray Eames, Lucienne Day, and Orla Kiely, as well as
sections detailing the characteristic motifs of key period styles from Baroque to Art Deco.
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Marimekko) | HereMeander | Anni Albers | HereIntroductionLively or sedate, free-flowing or
rigorously ordered, pattern is where color and texture meet and make music. From the first
rhythmic marks pressed onto clay vessels and the multiple handprints stenciled onto the walls of
caves, to the latest digital designs, a delight in pattern-making has been intrinsic to the
decorative arts since time immemorial. Pattern is as present in the details of the built
environment as it is in woven and printed textiles; it is as apparent in the original expression of
individual artists and designers as in the reiteration of long-standing craft traditions the world



over.Pattern gives pleasure. This is not surprising. Evident in the arrangement of petals on a
flower head, in the branching growth of stems and vines, and in the spirals of a seashell, pattern
is inherent in the natural world and inextricably linked to our delight in it. At some deep level, it is
also how our minds work. Humans are hard-wired to organize what they see and experience into
some kind of coherent narrative. In this sense, pattern is expressive of the human need to forge
connections, to arrange distinct and disparate elements into compositions that are much more
than the sum of their parts.Throughout history, patterns have come in countless permutations of
motif, colorway, and scale. Yet what all have in common is the regularity of repetition, the
insistent rhythm that animates a flat surface with a sense of movement and vitality, and gives it
depth. A pattern’s repeat may be as simple as a regular grid of evenly spaced dots, or as
elaborate as a branching design whose diverse elements take time to tease out, where the play
of foreground against background is as complicated as a visual dance.Technology and
ProcessPattern is also intimately bound up with technology and process. It is a way of doing
things as much as an end in itself. Just as it is possible to sense the way a tool must have been
pressed into the malleable surface of damp clay from the marks it left behind, the method of tie-
dyeing fabric can be inferred from the concentric rings of color created by the rubber band or
string used as a resist, and the origins of certain geometric designs owe much to weaving. Until
the Industrial Revolution and the arrival of mechanization, pattern was often created with the
application of a great deal of labor and time: hours of stitching, often communal, went into
comforters, and the same would have been true of a wide range of other printed, woven, or
embroidered textiles, the finest and most accomplished of which would have been
expensive.Grand Thistle | Timorous Beasties | HereWith mechanization, wallpaper and textiles
could be produced faster and in much greater quantities. These developments broadened the
market and lowered prices, bringing such goods within the reach of many more households.
From the late 18th century well into the 20th century, millions of yards of printed cotton calico
were manufactured in Lancashire mills and exported around the world.Another significant
technological development was screen-printing, which emerged before World War II and came
into widespread use after the conflict. In turn, digitalization has brought a new dimension into
play, allowing patterns to be printed on a wide range of different materials and products.Arts and
Crafts MovementPerhaps the quintessential pattern designer of all time is English textile
designer, poet, novelist, translator, and socialist activist William Morris. As the founder of the
Arts and Crafts movement, Morris left an enviable creative legacy and has influenced
successive generations of designers around the world. Many of his patterns are still in
production today, more than a century after his death in 1896; he is probably the one pattern
designer with whom most people are familiar. Able to distill the natural world into designs that
never stoop to a false realism but which instead retain a sense of flat surface, he had a unique
awareness of how to arrange foreground and background elements so that the result was full of
vitality.To modern eyes, Morris patterns might seem elaborate, dense, and even busy, but he
was in many ways a great simplifier. The Arts and Crafts movement was based on the honest



expression of construction and materials. Morris’s golden rule—“Have nothing in your houses
that you do not know to be useful or believe to be beautiful”—was not an argument against
decoration, but a call for it to be applied appropriately.Appalled at the poor quality of what was
coming out of Britain’s factories, Morris consciously rejected mass production in favor of hand-
making, which made his goods expensive. His wallpapers and fabrics were block-printed; some
are still made the same way. Similarly, he rejected the harsh chemical aniline dyes, which first
appeared in the mid-19th century. He used traditional vegetable dyes, which were softer and
faded in synchronicity with each other. To this end, he consulted old herbals and conducted
experiments with different recipes. In the 1920s, British designers Phyllis Barron and Dorothy
Larcher followed in Morris’s footsteps, and revived block-printing and vegetable dyeing.Round
Tower | Larsen Design Studio | HereMany architects also turned their hands to designing
patterns. For British architects C. F. A. Voysey and Charles Rennie Mackintosh, textile and
wallpaper design represented an important supplement to their incomes when opportunities to
build were scarce. For artists, too, pattern design could provide an alternative way of making
their livings. French painter Raoul Dufy created many designs for dress and furnishing fabrics,
often in collaboration with Bianchini-Férier, a leading silk manufacturer in Lyon, France.
Ukrainian-born artist Sonia Delaunay designed fabrics for her own revolutionary clothing. In
Britain during the 1920s and 1930s, screen-printing fostered such associations because it made
short runs of adventurous designs more viable for manufacturers.One of the finest postwar
screen-printers was Czech-born designer Zika Ascher. Together with his wife Lida, he forged
alliances with leading artists of the period, persuading Henri Matisse, Henry Moore, Ben
Nicholson, and Feliks Topolski to create patterns for dress materials and furnishing fabrics, art
that people could both wear and live alongside.Women’s InfluencePattern design, particularly
textile design, is a field in which women have excelled. While women have traditionally been
associated with the crafts of sewing, textile printing, and embroidery, their pre-eminence in
pattern design may perhaps reflect the fact that they were often excluded from other creative
disciplines. Even the Bauhaus, the progressive modernist German art school, banned women
from most of its departments, with the notable exception of the weaving workshop. There, Gunta
Stölzl and Anni Albers revolutionized textile design with their woven geometrics. Other early
pioneers and significant practitioners included Enid Marx, Marianne Straub, Marion Dorn, and
Jacqueline Groag. In the postwar period, designers such as Lucienne Day, Barbara Brown,
Maija Isola, Shirley Craven, and sisters Susan Collier and Sarah Campbell were hugely
influential.Among the curious aspects of the history of design and decoration are those periods
during which pattern has been shunned. Over the centuries, fashions in interior decoration and
dress have swung between the heavily ornate and the comparatively simple. The prevailing taste
in the 18th century was for interiors that, while they could be richly decorated, were generally
lighter and sparer than those of the mid- to late 19th century, a time when patterns ran riot over
every surface. Until the 20th century, most households above a certain level of income lived
among pattern to some degree.The rejection of pattern in interior decor on aesthetic grounds



rather than religious ones (as was the case for certain faith groups) or as a consequence of
financial hardship can be associated with the rise of the Modern Movement. Ornament and
Crime, a 1913 essay by Czech modernist architect Adolf Loos, influenced successive
generations of architects and designers who were eager to shrug off what they saw as the
excessive elaboration of the previous generation and who wanted to embrace the pared-back
functionalism of the Machine Age. Less became more. The same impulse resurfaced toward the
end of the century with the vogue for minimalism, a related approach being expressed more
mundanely in Swedish home-accessories company IKEA’s advertising slogan: “Chuck out the
chintz.” For a while, pattern was seen as dated and something to avoid.Ascension | Eley
Kishimoto | HereYet pattern was not gone from people’s homes for long, and in clothing it never
really left the scene. Its re-emergence coincided with a fashion for mid-century modern style.
Arguably, the most fruitful period for pattern design in the 20th century was during the immediate
postwar years, particularly in the United States, Britain, and Scandinavia. It was as if creative
energies pent up by the shortages and adversities of the war suddenly burst into action. New
motifs drawn from advances in science and the work of contemporary artists expressed a
forward-looking spirit of optimism and faith in the future.Responding to FashionWhen pattern
reappeared around the end of the 20th century, another shift took place. Designers such as Cath
Kidston and Orla Kiely applied their designs not simply to clothes, wallpaper, or furnishing
fabrics, but across a wide range of products, from changing mats to iPhone covers. Responding
to the fashion cycle, patterns began to appear on a seasonal basis.No book could contain all the
patterns that have ever been created: it would have no end. Nevertheless, this directory of
pattern, with more than 1,500 images, provides a considerable visual feast. With some
exceptions, notably tiles, this book focuses chiefly on textiles, both furnishing and dress fabrics,
and on wallpaper, the forms in which most people encounter pattern in their everyday lives.The
directory’s thematic rather than chronological arrangement allows comparisons to be made
between 18th-century toiles de Jouy and Scottish design firm Timorous Beasties’ 21st-century
subversion of the same genre, as well as revealing the centuries-long persistence of traditional
motifs such as the Persian boteh, or the way certain types of patterning such as ikat crop up in
various versions the world over. Supplementary features highlight the work of key pattern
designers and describe the characteristics of distinct decorative styles throughout history.
Powerful and transformative, pattern has an irrepressible joie de vivre.Pirouette | Tord Boontje |
HereFLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS | ROSES01 | Rose | UK | 2014 | Neisha CroslandThis
Surflex-printed wallpaper preserves the fine detailing and delicate lines of the original design,
with its graphic leaf veining and thorny stems.02 | Trellis | UK | 1868–70 | William MorrisThis
early Morris wallpaper pattern, which took twelve blocks to print, was inspired by the rose trellis
in the garden of the Red House. Philip Webb drew the birds.03 | Happy | UK | 2005 | Tord
BoontjeBoontje’s textile designs, produced for the Danish company Kvadrat, give traditional
motifs a contemporary twist, such as this updated rose pattern bristling with thorns.04 | Rosetta
Glory | UK | 2009 | Sam PickardDevon-based designer Pickard takes inspiration from the natural



world. This upholstery fabric is digitally printed linen.05 | Rose and Teardrop | UK | 1915–28 |
Charles Rennie MackintoshThe rose was a favorite Mackintosh motif and featured in many of his
interiors. Each of the twenty roses in this repeat is different.06 | Secret Garden | UK | c. 1990 |
English EccentricsHelen and Colin David, the design duo behind English Eccentrics, now
practice mainly as artists. This rose-patterned textile was produced in various colorways.07 |
Rosa | UK | 2013 | Imogen HeathBlowsy and unashamedly pretty, this furnishing fabric by British
designer Heath has a nostalgic quality that evokes old-fashioned chintz.08 | Briar | UK | 1924 |
C. F. A. VoyseyArts and Crafts architect Voysey was a noted designer of pattern. This
symmetrical wallpaper design with its light ground is typical of his later work.09 | Ramblas | UK |
2010 | Designers GuildThis plain weave cotton furnishing fabric features boldly drawn rose
blossoms in vibrant colors, strongly contrasted with charcoal outlines.10 | Dandy (Lemony) | UK
| 2011 | Jocelyn WarnerWarner is one of the designers who pioneered the contemporary revival
of wallpaper. This rose pattern features overscaled motifs.11 | Mini Mean Roses | UK | 2012 |
Eley KishimotoThis fashion fabric with its angular rose motif, reminiscent of early video games,
has the quirky graphic quality characteristic of the design work of Eley Kishimoto.12 | Rose | UK
| c. 1926 | Constance IrvingProduced for William Foxton, this gridded rose pattern, with flower
heads studded on a latticed framework, shows the influence of Art Nouveau.FLORA | GARDEN
FLOWERS | CHRYSANTHEMUMS01 | Chrysanthemums papercut | Japan | 19th centuryFrom
the collection of British diplomat Sir Rutherford Alcock, this Japanese cut-paper design dates
from when Japanese goods began to reach the West.02 | Kimono detail | Japan | 19th
centuryThis Japanese patterned fabric is woven from bast fiber using the kasuri technique, a
resist-dyeing method similar to ikat. The blurriness is a typical feature.03 | Futon fabric | Japan |
19th centuryChrysanthemums are very prevalent motifs in Japanese floral designs and
symbolize the emperor and the imperial family.04 | Krysantemer (Chrysanthemums) | Sweden |
1940s | Josef FrankProduced for the Swedish design firm Svenskt Tenn, this wallpaper design
was created by Austrian-born Frank during World War II, which he spent in New York.05 |
Wallpaper | UK | late 19th century | Charlotte Horne SpiersClearly influenced by Japanese
patterns, with their fluidity and asymmetry, this airy design for wallpaper was executed in
watercolor.06 | Chrysanthemums & Snow Circles | Japan | 20th century | Teruyo ShinoharaThis
detail is taken from a bingata panel. Bingata is a traditional Okinawan resist-dyeing method in
which the patterns are typically created using cut stencils.07 Chrysanthemum Blossoms | Japan
| 1882Among the influential Japanese art and artifacts that began reaching Europe and the
United States during the 19th century were colored woodblock prints.08 | Chrysanthemum | UK |
1877 | William MorrisIn a trade brochure for the Boston Foreign Fair, Morris recommended
choosing “Chrysanthemum” as a wallpaper in rooms where “decided patterning” was
required.09 | Wallpaper | USA | 1870–80Characteristic of the dense patterning of High
Victoriana, this machine-printed wallpaper was produced by Imperial Wallcoverings.FLORA |
GARDEN FLOWERS | DAISIES01 | Daisy | UK | 1871 | Harrison William WeirWeir was a well-
known Victorian animal artist. He also had a keen interest in gardening, reflected in this



wallpaper design for Jeffrey & Co.02 | Daisy | UK | 1868–70 | William MorrisThe daisy was a
favorite Morris motif and featured in embroidery produced by the firm and also in printed
patterns. This wallpaper was a bestseller for fifty years.03 | Buttercup and Daisy | UK | 1924 | C.
F. A. VoyseyThis lighthearted pastel wallpaper, designed by Voysey, was produced by
Lightbown, Aspinall & Co. in England.04 | Dress fabric | UK | 1934This design was printed on
rayon georgette by Tootal, Broadhurst, Lee & Co. In the 1930s, rayon—a synthetic fiber that
handles much like silk—was new on the market.05 | Furnishing fabric | France | 1936 | François
DucharneThis dense, daisy printed silk crêpe, with its bright saturated colors singing out of a
dark ground, has a painterly quality. Ducharne was a top producer of luxury silks.06 | Dress
fabric | UK | 1935 | Calico Printers’ AssociationA printed rayon georgette from the Manchester-
based Calico Printers’ Association. Founded in the 19th century, the association was an
amalgamation of textile firms.FLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS | LILIES01 | Water Lily | UK | 2010 |
Cole & SonThis bold large-scale wallpaper pattern reflects the 21st-century vogue for oversized
motifs. The neutral colorway tempers the insistence of the design.02 | Dress fabric | France |
1937 | François DucharneDucharne sold his printed silks throughout France and in the United
States. During World War II, when silk was unavailable, the studio’s production switched to
rayon.03 | Water lily wallpaper and tiles | France | 1897 | Eugène GrassetThis lithograph has
stencil handcoloring. French-Swiss Grasset was a decorative artist, influential design teacher,
and pioneer of Art Nouveau.04 | Day Lily | UK | 1897 | Walter CraneCrane is best known as an
artist and illustrator of children’s books, but he also created many designs for wallpaper in the
Arts and Crafts style.05 | Dress fabric | UK | c. 1734–35This 18th-century silk dress fabric,
produced in London’s Spitalfields, reflects a growing fashion for patterns inspired by botanical
illustrations.06 | Golden Lily | UK | 1897 | John Henry DearleDearle trained under William Morris
and became chief designer of Morris & Co. in 1890. This wallpaper pattern was one of many he
designed for the company.07 | Lily | UK | 1873 | William MorrisMorris’s Lily wallpaper pattern
demonstrates his unparalleled ability to create an intricate design with a finely judged balance of
liveliness and repose.08 | Summer Lily | UK | 2012 | Cole & SonThis original wallpaper pattern
has been reissued on a smaller scale, with the prints available in a number of colorways
suggestive of botanical prints.09 | The Lily | UK | 1886–90 | Arthur WilcockThe design of this
printed cotton fabric has a sense of depth, with the light-toned flower heads advancing against a
dense background infilled with dots and tendrils.10 | Les Arums (The Arum Lilies) | France | c.
1920 | Raoul DufyAn artist, Dufy was also a textile designer. His association with silk
manufacturer Bianchini-Férier lasted twenty years. This pattern was for furnishing fabric.11 | Lily
(Blue) | UK | 1999 | Jocelyn WarnerPrinted in soft, pearly neutrals, this overscale wallpaper
pattern evokes the habit of natural growth as it twines up the wall.FLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS
| TULIPS01 | Tulip | UK | 1875 | William MorrisHalf of the forty patterns that Morris created for
printed cotton date from the 1870s to 1880s, including this beautifully flowing naturalistic
design.02 | Printed cotton/rayon | UK | 1933 | Calico Printers’ AssociationWith its bold splotches
of bright primary colors and loose gestural marks, this fabric pattern has the cheerful vitality of



spring tulips.03 | Comforter | USA | c. 1850–80Possibly made in either Pennsylvania or New
Jersey, this 19th-century cotton quilt features surprisingly contemporary-looking stylized
flowers.04 | Queuing Tulips | UK | 2001 | Eley KishimotoDating from the year the studio made its
first products for interiors, this pattern has bands of tulips in alternating directions. Kishimoto
draws all her designs by hand.05 | Furnishing fabric | UK | 1924 | Minnie McLeishMcLeish was a
freelance designer who created patterns for the leading British textile firm William Foxton. Strong
outlines and jewel-like colors are typical.06 | Tulip and Lattice | UK | 1915–23 | Charles Rennie
MackintoshMackintosh created more than 120 textile designs toward the end of his career,
although it is not known how many of these were put into production.07 | Dress fabric | UK |
1933 | Calico Printers’ AssociationA painterly approach to pattern design was one of the
hallmarks of British textiles between the two world wars. The inky black lines have a calligraphic
quality.FLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS | PANSIES01 | Pansy Stripe | UK | 2012 | Designers
GuildThis demure and pretty cotton furnishing fabric, evocative of wild gardens, is from the
Country Fabrics collection of 2012.02 | Furnishing fabric | UK | 1922 | Sidney HawardThis
pattern on printed linen was designed for the British textile company Story & Co. British textile
producers were prominent during the interwar period.03 | Wallpaper | France | 1930s | André
GroultGroult was a noted French decorator and designer, who is best known for his Art Deco
furniture.04 | Pansy | UK | 1945 | Enid MarxMarx’s woven cotton furnishing fabric was designed
for the Utility Design Panel and manufactured by Morton Sundour Fabrics, Carlisle.05 | Printed
cotton | India | late 18th century to early 19th centuryIndia, the second-largest producer of fiber
in the world, has a long tradition of block-printing on cotton.06 | Wallpaper | USA | 1968 | William
JustemaUS pattern designer Justema published a number of books on the subject of pattern.
The large pansy motif is typical of overscaled 1960s designs.FLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS |
SUNFLOWERS01 | Sunflower Stalks | USA | c. 1885 | Carrie CarpenterPieced and appliquéd
cotton comforter by Carpenter of Northfield, Vermont. Quilting has been called a “democratic art”
by folk art expert Robert Shaw.02 | Sunflower | UK | 1898 | William De MorganDe Morgan made
ceramics and stained glass for Morris & Co., and later had his own studio. His tiles often made a
pattern when placed together.03 | Color lithograph | France | 1902 | Alphonse MuchaPlate 40
from Documents Décoratifs (1902). Czech-born Mucha was an Art Nouveau decorative artist
who worked in Paris and was famous for poster designs.04 | Sunflower | UK | 1879 | William
MorrisThis wallpaper pattern displays a characteristic feature of many Morris designs, known as
the turnover structure, in which the repeat is mirrored.05 | Kennet | UK | 1881 | William
MorrisOne of Morris’s “river” chintzes, this pattern is diagonally structured to take account of the
fact that the fabric is gathered in folds, unlike wallpaper, which is displayed flat.06 | The
Cestrefeld | UK | 1895 | C. F. A. VoyseyThis block-printed wallpaper is typical of Voysey’s pattern
designs, with its natural motif and flowing repeat.FLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS | LOTUSES01 |
Fleur de Lotus | UK | 2016 | Designers GuildA delicate, painterly design, recalling botanical
illustration, this cotton furnishing fabric is available in a number of subtle colorways.02 | Ceramic
tile | UK | c. 1880–1900This tile was made by Minton, a leading British ceramics manufacturer



founded in Stoke-upon-Trent in the late 18th century. It shows an Art Nouveau influence.03 |
Mizukusa | Japan | 2017 | Yuki Tsutsumi of Nuno for Steteco.comA graphic contemporary
interpretation of a water-plant motif, this fabric is supervised by innovative Japanese textile
company Nuno for Steteco.com.04 | Baudard | UK | 2010 | Designers GuildLotus blossoms and
leaves float on a colored ground. The pattern is available as a rug and as a furnishing fabric.05 |
Textile | China | 19th centuryThe detail of lotus flowers over a Chinese meander is from a woven
silk tapestry marriage robe dating from the Qing Dynasty.06 | Lotus | UK | 1858 | Owen
JonesThis wallpaper pattern is by Jones, a key figure of 19th-century British design. His
decorative compendium The Grammar of Ornament (1856) was hugely influential.FLORA |
GARDEN FLOWERS | ANTHEMIA01 | Wallpaper border | France | 1800–20This French block-
printed lower wallpaper border features the palmette or anthemion motif, a common feature of
architectural and decorative ornament.02 | Palampore | India | mid-18th centuryPalampores or
chintz bedcovers were widely made in India for export during the 18th century. This example was
produced on the Coromandel Coast.03 | Textile fragment | 18th centuryThis silk fragment of
unknown origin is interwoven with metallic thread. The anthemion motif is one of the most
prevalent in decorative art.04 | Wall stencil | UK | 1857–58 | Alexander “Greek”
ThomsonThomson was a leading Scottish Greek Revival architect who worked in a pure Ionic
style. This is a stencil for dining room decoration.05 | Furnishing fabric | Turkey | 16th to 17th
centuryThis velvet furnishing fabric with gold, silver, and silk pile dates from the Ottoman period.
The palmette motif was employed in ancient Egypt.06 | Textile | India | 18th centuryOriginating
from the Coromandel Coast, this printed cotton chintz bedcover features an anthemion motif.07 |
Wallpaper | 1906–08There is a distinctly Art Nouveau quality to this wallpaper pattern, with its
crisply delineated flowing outlines.FLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS | ANEMONES01 |
Stjärnmattan (Star Canvas) | Sweden | 1947 | Josef FrankFrank designed this wallpaper for
Svenskt Tenn. Anemones, violets, and flower tendrils are arranged in a simple pattern in shades
of green, blue, and bluish-gray.02 | Anemone | UK | late 19th century | William MorrisMorris’s
beautifully observed patterns celebrated common English garden flowers and wildflowers, as
seen in this block-printed wallpaper.03 | Bird and Anemone | UK | 1881 | William MorrisLike
many of Morris’s designs for furnishing fabric, this pattern has a turnover structure in which the
motif is mirrored.04 | Anemone | UK | 1999 | Neisha CroslandThis flex-printed wallpaper in a
neutral colorway has a calligraphic quality to the pattern that recalls Japanese designs.FLORA |
GARDEN FLOWERS | IRISES01 | Iris | UK | c. 1887 | John Henry DearleWhile Dearle’s patterns
clearly share the characteristic Morris & Co. aesthetic, he developed his own design
signature.02 | Wallpaper | USA | 1906–07This sample of machine-printed wallpaper was
manufactured by the Gledhill Wall Paper Co., which was based in Bristol, Pennsylvania.03 |
Wallpaper | USA | 1906–07This sample of machine-printed wallpaper shows a highly naturalistic
design with the flower heads studded against a dense foliate background.04 | Scarf | France |
mid-19th centuryThe French silk industry, principally based in Lyon, originally grew out of a
demand for cheaper and lighter silks than those produced in Italy.05 | Antoinette | UK | 2016 |



Designers GuildThis cotton satin furnishing fabric was digitally printed. The delicate design
features elegant iris flowers combined with fern fronds.06 | Irises | UK | 1897 | Eugène
GrassetGrasset was a Franco-Swiss decorative artist. This chromo-lithograph of irises appeared
in his design book Plants and Their Application to Ornament (1897).07 | Color lithograph |
France | 1902 | Alphonse MuchaPlate 36 from Documents Décoratifs (1902). Many of Mucha’s
best-known designs were promotional posters for plays starring French actress Sarah
Bernhardt.08 | Iris and Kingfisher | UK | 1877 | Walter CraneThis wallpaper design shows
Crane’s great skill as an illustrator. The stylized fish-scale background adds visual texture and
reflects a clear Japanese influence.09 | Pallida | UK | 1958 | Mary A. HarperA screen-printed,
glazed cotton furnishing fabric manufactured by leading British textile company Edinburgh
Weavers.10 | Irises | France | 1897 | Eugène GrassetA pioneer of Art Nouveau, Grasset was
best known for his posters. This color lithograph is from his compendium Plants and Their
Application to Ornament (1897).11 | Wallpaper | USA | 1890–1920The ribbons entwining the iris
leaves and stems give the pattern a flowing quality on this block-printed wallpaper
sample.FLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS | MARIGOLDS01 | Marigold | UK | 1875 | William
MorrisOriginally a design for wallpaper, this Morris pattern was subsequently available in silk,
cotton, and linen union furnishing fabrics.02 | Textile | UK | 1903F. Steiner & Co., the printing firm
that manufactured this furnishing fabric, produced many Art Nouveau designs.03 | African
Marigold | UK | 1876 | William MorrisThe soft subtle colors of Morris & Co. patterns on fabrics
such as this printed cotton chintz were derived from Morris’s experiments with vegetable
dyeing.04 | Tiles | Spain | 1880s | Antoni GaudíWith their marigold and dianthus motifs, these
ceramic tiles form part of the decoration of the facade of Casa Vicens in Barcelona.05 | Printed
cotton | India | 1772This block-printed floral pattern from Rajasthan treats individual marigold
flowers rather like sprigs, sparsely arranged on the ground.FLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS |
PEONIES01 | Peony | UK | late 19th century | Charlotte Horne SpiersA wallpaper design created
using watercolor and pencil on paper. Spiers worked as a freelance artist in the Minton
workshops and was a noted watercolorist.02 | The Oswin | UK | c. 1895 | C. F. A.
VoyseyProduced for Essex & Co., this pattern for a machine-printed paper features diagonally
running foliage interspersed with large flower heads.03 | Temple altar cloth | Japan | 19th
centuryAn exquisite altar cloth made from brocaded silk. In Japanese flower symbolism, peonies
represent good fortune, honor, and bravery.04 | Wallpaper | USA | c. 1880A machine-printed
wallpaper, manufactured by Howell & Brothers of Baltimore, Maryland. The decorative arts
showed a Japanese influence in the late 19th century.05 | Wallpaper | France | 1832–33Zuber &
Cie is a leading French producer of block-printed wallpapers and fabrics. It was founded in the
late 18th century.06 | Shanghai Garden | 2015 | Designers GuildPart of a collection inspired by
Chinese landscape painting, this vibrant peony and rose patterned wallpaper captures the
blowsy nature of the peony.07 | Peony tile | UK | c. 1877 | Kate FaulknerFaulkner was an Arts and
Crafts designer who worked in different media. Like this ceramic tile pattern, many of her
designs were produced for Morris & Co.08 | Peony | UK | 1877 | Kate FaulknerThis printed



cotton furnishing fabric (originally in pastels) was designed by Faulkner, who contributed a
number of pattern designs to Morris & Co.FLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS | BLOSSOMS01 | Blue
and Gold Cherry Blossom on a Pond | Japan | 19th centuryCherry blossom is the most popular
Japanese flower symbol. This cut-paper design features undulating lines representing water and
characteristic asymmetry.02 | Silk fragment | c. 1900Naturalistic shading makes a particular
feature of the cup-shaped blossoms while the repeat is thrown into relief by the dark
background.03 | Bamboo and Cherry Blossoms | Japan | 1882This highly stylized color
woodblock print, one of the many that began to arrive in the West in the 19th century, is
surprisingly contemporary looking.04 | Sakura Flower | UK | 2014 | Jenny FreanFrean is the
founder of First Eleven Studio, a creative team making printed, embroidered, and woven
designs. This pattern was produced for Sanderson.05 | Stafford | UK | c. 1875 | Bruce J.
TalbertThis pattern for furnishing fabric was created by Scottish architect Talbert, who was a well-
known designer of Gothic-style furniture.FLORA | GARDEN FLOWERS | HONEYSUCKLES01 |
Honeysuckle | UK | 1876 | William MorrisThis pattern was Mary “May” Morris’s favorite, and she
called it “the very symbol of a garden tangle.” May was William Morris’s daughter and a noted
designer herself.02 | Pillow cover | UK | 16th to early 17th centuryHousehold goods such as bed
linen were often decorated with needlework, like this linen pillow cover with silk embroidery.
Designs were taken from pattern books.03 | Honeysuckle | UK | 1883A later honeysuckle design
produced by Morris & Co. features a more open and airier structure than the pattern of 1876, but
still conveys the twining nature of the plant.04 | Fabric sample | UK | 1889–90 | Arthur
WilcockWilcock began his career designing textiles and wallpapers for Liberty in London. This
Morris-inspired design, imbued with movement, has large clusters of flowers.FLORA | GARDEN
FLOWERS | ASSORTED01 | Furnishing fabric | UK | late 19th century | Lindsay P. ButterfieldA
fabric made from woven silk and wool double cloth. Butterfield was strongly influenced by
William Morris and C. F. A. Voysey.02 | Hydrangea | UK | 1960s | John DrummondDrummond
designed this screen-printed cotton satin furnishing fabric for Hull Traders. He produced designs
for several British firms, including Sanderson.03 | Wrapping paper design | 1937This charming
illustration for a wrapping paper design features motifs of small bunches of violets arranged in
alternating directions.04 | Wallflower | UK | 1890 | William MorrisMorris’s wallpaper design
appeared in a book of samples published by Morris & Co. and printed by Jeffrey & Co. of
London.05 | Crocus | UK | 1903 | George HaitéHaité was an artist, writer, illustrator, and prolific
designer in a range of media. This furnishing fabric was printed by G. P. & J. Baker.06 | Fabric
sample | UK | 1890 | Arthur WilcockIn this Art Nouveau–inspired design with a horizontal
emphasis, the flowers appear to grow across the width of the repeat, with thin, stemlike lines
providing structure.07 | Wallflower Stripe | UK | 2009 | Sam PickardThis digitally printed linen
furnishing fabric places scratchy stylized flower heads against a background of attenuated lines
suggesting an upward pattern of growth.DESIGNER PROFILE | WILLIAM MORRISWilliam
Morris (1834–96)SEE EXAMPLES > 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32Poet, painter, weaver, typographer, illuminator, a



designer of fabric, wallpaper, stained glass, tiles, furniture, tapestries, and carpets, and a
socialist campaigner and activist, William Morris transformed the status of decorative art in the
19th century. His revival of block-printing and vegetable dyeing in an age of increasing
industrialization, his deep love of nature, and his insistence on truth to materials and hand-
crafted work laid the foundations of the Arts and Crafts movement.Born in Walthamstow,
England, Morris was sent to Marlborough College in 1848. From there he went to Oxford in 1853
to study theology. Influenced by the ideas of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and the writings of
art critic and theorist John Ruskin, Morris resolved to devote his life to art.After his degree, while
working on murals at the Oxford Union, Morris met Jane Burden. They married in 1859 and set
up home a year later at Red House in Kent, whose medieval-style design Morris had
commissioned from his friend Philip Webb (1831–1915). The Red House became the center of a
communal artistic life. Pre-Raphaelites Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828–82) and Edward Burne-
Jones (1833–98), and their wives, joined Morris and Jane in decorating and furnishing it, which
led to the establishment of a cooperative workshop, Morris, Marshall, Faulkner and Co., based in
London. After a financial reorganization of the business, the Red House was abandoned, and
the “Firm” as it became known moved to London premises. By 1875, Morris & Co. was producing
distinctive hand-crafted work. Commercial success followed, along with commissions to
decorate houses, churches, and public institutions.The 1870s and 1880s were the most fruitful
period for Morris’s pattern designs. Many of his best-known fabrics and wallpapers date from
this time, including “Tulip” (1875) and “Honeysuckle” (1876). When the workshop moved to
Merton Abbey in Surrey, Morris immersed himself in old herbals and experimented with
vegetable dyeing, particularly the indigo discharge process. The resulting colors were much
softer than those produced by the harsh new aniline chemical dyes. Printing was done by hand,
with the designs cut into pearwood blocks, which meant that, despite Morris’s insistence on
creating “art for all,” his products remained expensive. Morris’s designs evoke the natural world
in such a way as to never abandon a sense of surface or give a false sense of depth. He
observed nature intently; his patterns immortalize the wildflowers and garden plants of southern
England. They are also imbued with rhythm, with dark foreground elements crossing over and
under light background ones; later designs display a turnover structure common in weaving.A
designer, writer, and social activist, William Morris inspired the Arts and Crafts
movement.“Snakeshead” (1876), reputedly Morris’s favorite of his own designs, portrays the
snakeshead fritillary native to Oxford’s water meadows.Morris named his popular “Strawberry
Thief” (1883) pattern after the thrushes that stole the strawberries in the kitchen garden of his
countryside home, Kelmscott Manor, in Oxfordshire, England.08 | Hyacinth | UK | late 19th
century | John Henry DearleThis wallpaper is characteristic of Morris & Co. designs with its
equal emphasis on the twining patterns created by stems and leaves and on individual flower
heads.09 | Hyasintti (Hyacinth) | Finland | 1968 | Anneli QveflanderQveflander is a Finnish
sculptor and designer noted for her use of strong color. This fabric was created for
Marimekko.10 | Clematis | UK | 2007 | Neisha CroslandThe asymmetry of the repeat and the



careful placing of the individual elements give this elegant hand-painted silk wallpaper a
Japanese quality.11 | Clematis | UK | 1960 | Mary A. HarperThis pattern for a furnishing fabric,
produced by Edinburgh Weavers, overlays light shapes with dark to create a shimmering sense
of movement and translucency.12 | Textile | Germany | 1910 | Richard
RiemerschmidRiemerschmid was a leading figure in the Deutsche Werkstätten and a proponent
of Jugendstil, the German version of Art Nouveau.13 | Bachelor’s Button | UK | 1892 | William
MorrisThis hand block-printed wallpaper features the type of pattern that Morris believed worked
well on flat surfaces.14 | The Iolanthe | UK | c. 1897 | C. F. A. VoyseyDesigned for Essex & Co.,
this wallpaper pattern displays Voysey’s typically crisp outlines and balance of dark and light
areas.15 | Larkspur | UK | 1874 | William MorrisThe “Larkspur” wallpaper pattern dates from one
of Morris’s most fruitful periods; it is one of his best-loved designs.16 | Textile design | UK | 1915
| C. F. A. VoyseyExecuted in pencil and watercolor, this textile design displays Voysey’s skill at
creating stylized, restful patterns.FLORA | WILDFLOWERS | POPPIES01 | Poppy | UK | 1885 |
May MorrisMay Morris designed for her father’s firm as well as for other companies. This
wallpaper design was produced for Jeffrey & Co.02 | Poppies | UK | 1901 | Lindsay P.
ButterfieldA designer in the Arts and Crafts idiom, Butterfield brought a simplicity to patterns, as
seen in this fabric that is reminiscent of C. F. A. Voysey’s work.03 | Poppy | UK | 1880 | William
MorrisPoppy was one of the wallpapers that Morris recommended for “keeping the wall very
quiet,” because it had no “pronounced lines.”04 | Frieze | USA | 1900–20This frieze was machine-
printed on oatmeal paper and manufactured by William H. Mairs and Co. of New York. Borders
and friezes introduced contrasting patterns to the wall plane.05 | Wallpaper | USA | 1906–08The
all-over floral pattern of this machine-printed wallpaper on ingrain paper gains intensity from its
range of saturated red tones.06 | Fabric sample | UK | 1933 | Calico Printers’ AssociationA
printed rayon georgette dress fabric produced by the Calico Printers’ Association. Strong
contrasts of red and green, with black and white, add punch to a graphic print.DESIGNER
PROFILE | MAIJA ISOLAMaija Isola (1927–2001)SEE EXAMPLES > 1, 2, 3Throughout her
career, Maija Isola was almost exclusively associated with the Finnish fashion and furnishings
company Marimekko, which was virtually unknown outside Finland until 1958, when it exhibited
at the World’s Fair in Brussels. Then, in 1960, Jackie Kennedy chose several Marimekko
dresses to project the youthful style of her husband’s presidential campaign. Four years later,
Isola’s “Unikko” (Poppy, 1964) textile design became one of the most recognizable prints of the
Pop era.Isola was born in Riihimäki, Finland, and studied at the Central School of Industrial Arts
in Helsinki. After graduating in 1949, she designed a number of screen-printed cotton fabrics for
Printex, a newly founded Helsinki-based textile company. When Marimekko was set up as a
subsidiary to promote Printex fabrics through its clothing and furnishings collections, Isola began
working directly for them, eventually becoming the company’s principal textile designer.Like
many Scandinavian designers, Isola was influenced by nature; folk art was another inspiration.
Some of her early work included prints made with the photogram process, using real plants to
create the patterns. Most of her best-known designs date from the late 1950s and 1960s and



display a strong graphic style, with crisp outlines, flat patterning, and overscale repeats. Her bold
sense of color was well in tune with the dynamic spirit of Pop art. Typical Isola designs of the
period include “Lokki” (Seagull, 1961), with its dramatic wave forms, and “Kaivo” (Well, 1964),
which reveals Isola’s fascination with African tribal art.“Poppy” came about as Isola’s response to
an assertion by Armi Ratia, Marimekko’s founder, that the company did not produce floral
patterns, a statement presumably made as a way of dissociating the firm’s products from the
conservative floral prints of the day. The asymmetric design, clashing colors, and use of graphic
contrast made it a success. Since then, “Poppy” has appeared in many different colorways and
in countless applications, from household goods to accessories.Isola, who was something of a
free spirit, traveled widely around the world, absorbing cultural influences that enriched her work.
As a consequence, her daughter, Kristina (b.1946), was raised largely by her grandmother. In
1964, when Kristina was eighteen years old, she, too, joined Marimekko and collaborated with
her mother. In more recent years, Kristina devised a “Mini-Unikko” (Mini-Poppy, 1964) range for
children and introduced new colorways for her mother’s prints, some fifty of which remain in
production. The patterns gained a new lease of life toward the end of the 20th century, with the
revival of interest in decorative design. In later life, Isola retired from print design to concentrate
on painting.Finnish textile designer Maija Isola photographed at work in 1966.Textile designs by
Isola are on display at the Design Museum in Helsinki, Finland. She designed more than 500
fabric patterns.Isola’s design “Poppy” (1964) was created for Marimekko, the Finnish fashion and
furnishings company for which she worked for nearly forty years. Its bright colors, overscaled
repeat, and graphic simplicity are characteristic of her work. As soon as it was launched, “Poppy”
was an immediate success and became emblematic of the youthful optimism of the Pop
era.FLORA | WILDFLOWERS | DANDELIONS01 | Dandelion Two | UK | 2005 | Angie Lewin for
St. Jude’sA furnishing fabric created for St. Jude’s Prints. Lewin is a British printmaker whose
skeletal plant forms reflect her interest in local landscapes and horticulture.02 | Dandelion One |
UK | 2005 | Angie Lewin for St. Jude’sLewin designed this furnishing fabric for St. Jude’s Prints,
which she co-founded with her husband. The animated dandelion design has a mid-century
modern quality.03 | Dandelions | France | 1897 | Eugène GrassetGrasset was a leading light of
Art Nouveau. This is a chromo-lithograph from his design primer Plants and Their Application to
Ornament (1897).04 | Dandelion Clocks | UK | 1953 | Lucienne DayThis design for a furnishing
fabric, with its spindly rendition of seed heads, reflects Day’s interest in gardening and plant
structure.05 | Wallpaper | USA | 1906–08The dandelion motif, with its stems and jagged leaves,
is arranged across the pale background like a floral spray on this sample of machine-printed
wallpaper.FLORA | WILDFLOWERS | DAFFODILS01 | Osterlocken (Narcissus) | Austria | 1910–
12 | Franz von ZülowZülow was an artist who also designed fabrics and ceramics, such as this
graphic pattern with Secessionist overtones for a linen furnishing fabric.02 | Fabric sample | USA
| 1883–1900The darker vertical bands on this sample of printed and woven cotton velvet made
by Associated Artists give structure to the thicket of leaves dotted with flower heads.03 | Fabric
sample | USA | 1883–1900 | Candace WheelerIn 1883 Wheeler, one of the first US female



interior and textile designers, founded Associated Artists, which made this printed and woven
cotton velvet sample.04 | Daffodil | UK | 1891 | John Henry DearleThis pattern for cotton
furnishing fabric, produced by Morris & Co., has an undulating, flowing structure. The small
background leaves provide graphic contrast.FLORA | WILDFLOWERS | CLOVERS01 | Clover |
UK | c. 1906–09Liberty, founded in the 19th century, marketed progressive “art” textiles such as
this. The airiness of this clover print reflects the general lightening of Edwardian interiors.02 |
Wallpaper | UK | 19th century | Owen JonesJones’s wallpaper, with its clover and floral pattern,
was produced in rectangular sheets framed by two borders.03 | Arlette | Austria | 1901 |
Koloman MoserThis color lithograph is Plate 16 from Die Quelle: Flächen Schmuck (The
Source: Ornament for Flat Surfaces, 1901), showing Moser’s design for woven silk.04 | Clover |
UK | late 19th centuryThis wallpaper pattern from Morris & Co. shows a finely judged balance of
movement and repose, with the curves of the stems interspersed with flower heads and
leaves.05 | Klöverblad (Cloverleaf) | Sweden | 1940s | Josef FrankProduced for Svenskt Tenn,
this fresh simple design for wallpaper, with its green meandering stems, conceals four-leafed
clovers amid the repeat.FLORA | WILDFLOWERS | THISTLES01 | Obi | Japan | late 19th
century
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Stephen AZ, “Priceless source of inspiration! Love it!. This is a priceless source of information for
so many reasons. I find inspiration for everything from doodling to fine art work. The color
combinations and designs are so diverse and hearing about some of the designers in the short
bios was just the icing on the cake!”

Tim Speidel, “Remarkable resource & the binding broke after 5 minutes out the shipping box.
This is a fantastic book, brilliantly organized and very dense, almost 700 pages. The binding
comes apart immediately. The kindle version doesn't seem a feasible alternative for the kind of
freewheeling association a designer would enjoy from flipping through the pages, a near
hallucinogenic experience. Be very careful and get ready with duct tape...”

Alana Jelinek, “WONDERFUL BOOK!. This is a must-have for every surface pattern designer.
The history of pattern design from every century, culture, time, from 3rdC BCE to 2017AD..
Patterns are arranged by motif which makes for an interesting study. Excellent articles about
Design Thought Leaders, Design Movements, etc. If you are a designer, you will keep going
back to it over and over again.”

Angus McGordo, “an AMAZING book!. I disliked nothing.... each page is printed w/ a fabric
pattern, including the most esoteric designs, vintage & antique designs, multicultural designs,
and some really wild & crazy patterns. The paper is substantial; and the printing quality is
excellent -- no blurred lines, no indistinct colors.The book must have, what? 800 pp? It's heavy
with all the interesting & awesome designs the publisher managed to include in just one book. I
recommended highly.You won't find these in a big-box fabric store for sure! Or even in fabric
boutiques.I'm a collage artist, and I've been inspired by these patterns....”

Corina M., “One of the biggest pattern collection. Its almost like an encyclopedia- with over
600pgs you can delight your eye with amazing creations from around the world. Very beautifully
made with very high-quality photos.I would add that the e-book format could have been done
better - transit between pages and page split in general but its ok, it doesn't distort the
information or images.I love this book and it's one of my to-go inspiration sources for my work.”

David, “Contenido excepcional, encuadernación mejorable.. El libro es fantástico. El contenido
es no solo útil para cualquier proyecto de diseño y es una inspiración constante.La edicion en
cuanto al papel es perfecta. Gramaje y brillo de calidad en cada imagen y hoja...PERO...la
encuadernación es insuficiente. Como se ve en las fotos los centenares de hojas no se sujetan
bien con la encuadernación tan débil y ya en el primer día se abre y se parten. No se lo tardarán
en soltarse. Una pena para lo bonito que es el libro.Así que recomendado si...pero ya puedes
abrirlo como si fuese una biblia del s.XII.”



The book by Elizabeth Wilhide has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 328 people have provided feedback.
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